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Abstract—In everybody’s life including the organisations, database plays a very important role, since today everything is connected via the Internet. There is a need for a database that helps organisations to organise, sort and manage the data and ensure that the data a user receives and sends via the database mean is secure, since the database stores almost everything such as banking details including user ID and password. Make this data really valuable and confidential for us and therefore security is really important for the database. In this age, SQL Injection database attacks are increasingly common. The hackers attempt to steal an individual’s valuable data through the SQL Injection Attack mean by using malicious query on the application, hence revealing an efficient individual data. Therefore the best SQL Injection Prevention technique is needed to safeguard individual data against hackers being stolen. This paper compares two types of SQL Injection using the SQL pattern matching database system attack (SQLPMDS) and a SQL injection union query attacks prevention using tokenisation technique (SIUQAPTT) that allows Database Administrator to select the best and most effective SQL Injection Prevention method for their organisation. Preventing SQL Injection Attack from occurring that would ultimately lead to no user data loss. The results were obtained by comparing it to the results of the SQL injection attack query on whether the attack was blocked or not by two prevention techniques, SQL pattern matching database system attacks and SQL injection union query attacks prevention using website tokenisation techniques. The conclusion is that the best method of prevention is the SQL pattern that matches database system attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A database is sorted or gathered information. Everything is stored on a computer server or system. Consequently, databases are more complex and are often created using formal structure/design and strategies and modelling techniques are displayed.

The database management system also called DBM functions synergistically to the database, applications and end-clients to analyses the data and, where necessary, to provide the administrator with direct access to the necessary database information.

Essentially, the database as a whole is formed by the database system together with the Database Management System (DBMS) and relevant applications. It is also not unusual to use the word “database” to refer to the database system, Database Management System (DBMS) or any application related to the database. Additionally, the term “database” is used to freely refer to any of the Database Management System Database Management System (DBMS) database system, or database-related application.

A database is the heart of any organisation. This is due to the fact that the organization is not working or would not work without a database, that the data base stores valuable information of a customer, client, or sales representative or that it connects a multiple database with a wider platform, thus completing an organization. A good example of an organizational database would be Facebook, Amazon, the airline industry or the banking system, and millions of such websites need a database every mile of their work to run their business efficiently and organized instead of doing anything that takes a lot of effort and time and seems almost impossible in this era where we are so dependent on technology and a great example of this era technology would be a database that helps us in our daily lives.

Database Management System (DBMS) can be covered by various categories, including:
Hierarchical Database Systems
- Relational Database Management Systems
- NoSQL Database Systems
- Object-Oriented Database Systems
- Network Database Systems

II. SQL INJECTION ATTACKS

Today in every organization, a database serves as the heart of all web applications and is used for the storage of the information needed for these applications, such as credit card information, customer personal information, customer orders, company information and others. Databases have therefore become attractive to hackers as they are interested in having access to this information stored. Moreover, the rapid growth of the Internet in the world today and the emergence of various new technologies have led to the widespread use of Internet applications in the web environment. Today, most companies use web platforms in their data processing. This has led to a number of database security issues that organizations are currently struggling with [2].

Attacks on SQL injection are highly risky for an organization, with severe consequences. A successful SQL injection attack bypasses authentication and authorization to gain complete database control, steal critical information, access credential information from users, change user passwords, perform illegal transactions, and cause destruction of the entire database. A successful SQL injection attack bypasses authentication and authorization to gain complete database control, steal critical information, access credential information from users, change user passwords, perform illegal transactions, and cause destruction of the entire database [3].

The Common Vulnerabilities (CVE) list in http://cve.mitre.org suggests a high prevalence and hierarchical nature of SQL injection attacks as CVE took second place in the 2006 Internet application attacks. In the general range of attacks, the proportion of such attacks rose from 5.5% in 2004 to 14 July 2006. It is notable that SQLCIA, which affected Card System Solutions in 2006 and which broke thousands of MasterCard numbers, is a leading example of the harmful effects of associate attacks not only on a company, but also on the general population. Experts have discovered many programmers and applications with sources that are prone to such vulnerabilities, taking into account Google’s code search. In addition, a number of findings have reported that many web applications are highly susceptible to SQL injection attacks, with this type of attack steadily increasing over the years [1].

III. PREVENTION METHODS USED

There are many SQL Injection Prevention Methods/ Approaches that have been created by many distinct writers to prevent SQL Injection Attacks but sadly many of the database security experts waste most of their time choosing which strategy is best to avoid SQL Injection Attacks resulting in waste of money, time and energy. Many database security experts are deploying Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) or different types of firewall to prevent SQL Injection Attacks based on known patterns, but this method is very expensive, which most of the small/medium organization cannot afford [5].

Most SQL Injection Attacks happen due to poor safety encoding or sometimes the business hires third party developers to programmed and they tend to be less concerned about the Database Security that results in SQL Injection Attacks or the programmer tends to have no understanding of SQL Injection Attacks Prevention Methods/Approaches.

![Fig. 1. Prevention Method Used](image)

1. Using SQL Pattern Matching Database System Attack (SQLPMDS): The author (Chaki, 2011) suggested this method in order to prevent the injection of SQL. In this method, the Known SQL Patterns are stored in the database and every query is checked with a template through the database to understand whether the query is a standard and non-harmful query or a malicious query that matches the SQL injection pattern in the database.

2. SQL Injection Union Query Attacks Prevention Using Tokenization Technique (SIUQAPT): This Author (B. Maheshwarkar & N. Maheshwarkar, 2016) suggested this SIUQAPT technique as a novel model for validating a system against a particular query that includes a union query. The general steps of the suggested model are as follows:

- **Scan Input query:** In this step input query is checked. If query contains where clause, the system save query part after where clause. If where clause is not present then original query does not contain SQL injection, because injection present after condition without it is not possible.
- **Apply check for AND, OR Operator:** If AND or OR operator present in save part then again save it in different location.
- **Apply Query Tokenization:** Apply tokenization on stored query by replacing * in the place of space, commas etc.
- **Convert conditions into tree elements:** In this step conditions are converted into tree and check after tokenization for every condition values stored in the form of tree elements.
Suppose condition is $l=1$ then $l=\text{left}$, $r=1$ = Root, $r=\text{right}$. If left child value is equal to right child means query contains injection else query is a normal query.

IV. RESULTS AFTER IMPLEMENTATION OF PREVENTION METHODS

In this section, the results of the prevention methods will be shown following the SQL Injection attacks.

1) Results of Prevention Method 1 (SQLPMDS)

As seen in Table 1, it shows on which query were used in order to conduct SQL injection also it shows whether the prevention method number 1 that is SQL Pattern Matching Database System Attack (SQLPMDS) was able to block the attack or not.

TABLE 1. Results of Prevention Method 1 (SQLPMDS)

![Result @ P1 Vulnerable Non Vulnerable](image)

Fig. 2. Result of Prevention Method 1

2) Results of Prevention Method 2 (SIUQAPTT)

As seen in Table 3, it shows on how many attacks were conducted which is 30, total vulnerable attack which is 8 and the non-vulnerable is 22.

TABLE 3. Result of Prevention Method 2

![Result @ P2 Vulnerable Non Vulnerable](image)

Fig. 3. Shows result of Pie Chart

As seen in Table 2, the number of attacks conducted was 30, total vulnerable attack, 3 and non-vulnerable, 27.
As seen in Table 4, it shows on which query were used in order to conduct SQL injection also it shows whether the prevention method number 2 that is SQL Injection Union Query Attacks Prevention Using Tokenization Technique (SIUQAPTT) was able to block the attack or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Type</th>
<th>Query Used</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guest Database Name</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table1 WHERE condition1</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest Table Name</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table2 WHERE condition2</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest Column Name</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table3 WHERE condition3</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest Data Source</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table4 WHERE condition4</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table5 WHERE condition5</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table6 WHERE condition6</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table7 WHERE condition7</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table8 WHERE condition8</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table9 WHERE condition9</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td><code>SELECT column1, column2 FROM table10 WHERE condition10</code></td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be found in the bar chart diagram, we compare both techniques of prevention based on the number of non-vulnerabilities they have.

Based on the results output from the various test results table, Pie Chart diagram and bar chart diagram. We can clearly see that SQL Pattern Matching Database System Attack (SQLPMDS) is the best SQL Prevention Method in this paper to be chosen to be implemented since it has the highest number of blocked attacks compared to the other Prevention.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Through this paper, there has been a lot of research find which are 1) SQL Injection query: There are many ways that an attacker can make a query and achieve the same result with a different query, just by changing some things. 2) Prevention Methods: It’s very hard to determine without experiments on which prevention method will actually work, experiments are key to success. 3) Gap of improvement: There is always a gap of improvement since no prevention method is perfect and it needs to be improved for the future.

The proposed prevention method “SQL Pattern Matching Database System Attack (SQLPMDS)” solves the issue of SQL injection from the website that were used for the experiments.

Furthermore, the research shows the comparison study done between two SQL Injection prevention methods, their results which concludes that SQL pattern matching database system attack (SQLPMDS) is the best SQL injection prevention method as per the research done in this paper which is derived through the experiments and their results.

This paper presents the results on before and afterward of the SQL prevention methods using an analysis based on software output, tables and pie chart.
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